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THIS WEEK
THREE KAY SWING

Althouch the board of publications
this sprint voted to change the name
of this publication from "The Bee
Gee News" to some more individualistic title, it was unable to agree upon the new name. Therefore, this issue goes nameless, but the staff will
welcome any suggestions from students for a new name. From those

V

submitted by students this week one
will he chosen and the author will
be duly credited with it for posterity. The new name will be used starting next Wednesday.
If you have any suggestions, please
write them down and bring them to
the news office located on the east
end of the first floor of the Library
Building.
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1425 Enroll
For Record
Registration

Warner Takes
Post As Head
Of Activities

More Late Enrollment May
Increase Figures to
Over 1450 Mark

Deans of Men and Women

9

BLUFFTON HERE
SATURDAY

SEPTEMBER 27, 1939

No. 2

Falcon Eleven Face Bluffton
In Season's Opener Saturday

Committee Set-up

OCKERMAN PUTS CHARGES THROUGH
TOUGH DRILLS FOR INITIAL TEST

ALL COLLEGES CAIN

NEW RULES MADE

Veterans Battle Sophomores For Starting Berths;
Bluffton Eleven With One Victory to Date
May Surprise Orange

Larger Northwestern Ohio
Cities Send More
Students Here

Faculty Members Named to
Committee; Six Students
To Hold Offices

With a new enrollment record
of 1425 already on its books,
the registrar's office was still
receiving a few scattered late enrolles today and seeing a possibility of the 1450 mark being
reached by the end of the week. The
old record was 1269 set in February,
1939.
•
The incomplete registration flies
showed large increases in the college
of liberal arts and business as well
as education, but figures for enrollment by colleges will not be available until next week.
Larger Cities Gala
As usual Northwestern Ohio contributed the lion's share to the student
population, but a trend very noticeable was that of more students coming from the larger cities in this part
of the state. Findlay, Fostoria, Fremont, Sandusky, Napoleon, Defiance,
Bryan, Lima and Bowling Green are
included in this group.
A surprising increase was seen in
the number of students coming from
the Cleveland area, including Cleveland proper, Elyria, Huron, Vermilion, Lorain, and smaller towns in
that area.
Enrollment of more students from
the Columbus area indicated that
Bowling Green's opportunities were
being realised more downstate, too.

Have no Vote in New

Mi.. A. Wrey Warner, assistant
professor of physical education, is
the chairman of the reorganised social committee of the University.
Trained in colleges in the United
States, Denmark and Garmany, Miss
Warner came to Bowling Green after
extensive leaching in both North and
South America. In taking over the
position ai social chairman, Miss
Warner states that she will attempt
to clear up .ome of the confusion that
has existed in the past by a clear
exposition of the rules of the committee.

Social Calendar
Shows Full Year
Of Activities
Inauguration
Highlights
Fall Season; Twelve
Mixers Listed

With football games, rallies, sororities, and Homecoming scheduled
on the social calendar for October,
University students will find a great
diversity of affairs which they may
attend during the semester.
Highlight of the fall term is the
joint Homecoming and inauguration
of President Frank J. Prout, which
will be held on Oct. 21. Following the
inauguration, the Falcons will meet
Otterbeln on the gridiron.
On Oct. 4, as freshmen should
notice, the Woman's Athletic Association will stage a party especially
Michif .n Send. Over 20
for the benefit of the fledglings.
Michigan was again in for its share
The complete calendar for the first
with more than 20 from the Wolverine semester is as follows:
state registered, and evidence of
Bowling Green's spreading prestige Wednesday, Sept. 27—
Kindergarten-Primary and Interwas noted in the more than thirty
mediate Club party.
students who came from points in
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, New York Friday, Sept. 29
and Massachusetts.
Three Kay all-campus "Autumn
California was the most distant
Swing Festival."
state represented on the campus.
Football rally. Plans have been
Saturday's registration
in the
made to stage rallies before each
graduate school totaled 187.
football game. Attend these and
support the team!
Saturday, Sept. 30
Football game here with Bluffton
College.
Sunday, Oct. 1
Skol and Las Amigas sororities
will hold teas.

Promising a new policy of
administration, Miss A. Wrey
Warner, assistant professor of
physical education, will be the
head of the reorganized social
committee this year, and the
dean of men and dean of women
will be members ex-officio without vote.
This announcement was made by
the University administration prior
to the opening of school in an attempt
to solve the problems which faced
the committee and student body in
the past.
To make the procedure of the social committee more clear to the student body, Miss Darner plans to make
available in mimeograph form the new
rules of the committee. The Committee began the formation of these
new policies at a meeting in the Women's Building lact Monday at 4 p.m.
Consider All Program
All dates for any activity or program on the campus are to go through
the social committee, states Miss
Warner. In the past much criticism
and confusion has resulted because
of the scheduling of more thffan one
important function on the campus
far one date. By scheduling all dates
through the social committee the committee hopes to correct much of this
trouble.
To make the scheduling of activities
more easy for the student body and
advisors, all requests for dates on the
social calendar must be made in writing prior to the regular Monday afternoon meetings of the committee, or
they may be made in person ut the
meetings, according to the new chairman.

Student Elections
Will be Held Soon
States Councilman

(Continued on page 4, col. 4)
Elections for class officers and
freshman representatives to the Stu
dent Council and social committee
must be held on October 11 this year,
a member of the Student Council
stated yesterday.
These elections were supposed to
have been held by the end of September according to a past rule, but
action by the council Monday changed
it.
With Homecoming moved up to
the earlier date of Oct. 21, elections
for Homecoming Queen are expected
soon.

Allen Speaks at
English Meeting

Dr. Gay W. Allen gave a lecture
at a meeting of the English Institute
which was held at Columbia University from Aug. 28 to Sept. 9.
Dr. Allan's address was entitled
"The New Science of Words". He
said, "The new science of words is
not a body of knowledge, it is a technique, a tool, an aid to acquiring
knowledge, like mathematical thinking, which may be used in solving
almost any sort of genuine human
Steidtmann Finds New
problem. The new science of words
is being developed to try to bridge
Species of Fossils in
the gap between the inaccuracy of
Summer Research Work our linguistic communication and the
precision of our scientific records."
New species of fossil plants, now
The English Institute has been
extinct, were discovered this summer planned in order to afford opportuniat the University of Illinois by Dr. ty for mature scholars in the field of
W. S. Steidtmann of the Bowling English to meet together and discuss,
Green dept. of biology. Engaged in in a series of informal conferences,
research work there, Dr. Steidtmann problems of literary and philological
found the remains of petrified steins research. It thus serves as a medium
in calcareous nodules located in and for the interchange of ideas relating
on top of coal seams. These are found to research in special fields of interonly in the central United States and eat; and In these conferences attenEuropean coal fields.
tion is centered on basic problems in
Results of the findings will appear the philosophy and the technique of
in the Illinois Geological Survey Pub- research, as distinct from discussion
lications at the end of this year. Type of specified subject matter.
material on the subject will be conOther lecturers at this meeting
veniently placed for study in the Uni- were Carleton Brown, New York University of Michigan museum, The versity; Robert E. Spiller, SwarthIllinois Geological Survey, and the more College; James M. Osborn, Yale
National Museum at Washington, D. University; Marjorie Nlcolson, Smith
C.
College; Luther H. Evans, National
Ideas of classification and evolution Director of the Historical Survey of
of plants may be effected and perhaps the Works Progress Administration;
changed by this discovery. The re- F. W. Bateson, Oxford University;
sults of Dr. Sfoidtmann's findings will Carl Van Doren, Author and Critic;
be reported at the Christmas meeting Howard F. Lowry, The College of
of the American Association for the Wooster; The Oxford University
Advancement of Science, of which Press, New York, and Townsend
Dr. Steidtmann is a member.
Scudder, Swarthmore College.

Otkar Members Named
Other faculty members named to
the reorganized social committee are
Prof. D. J. Crowley, Dr. C. S. Martin, Mrs. Marguerite Carpenter, and
Dr. W. E. Steidtmann.
In addition, there are six student
members with one elected from each
class and two elected at large. Under
new plans these student members are
to be three girls and three boys. The
freshman representative to be elected
this fall is to be a girl. Present student members are Ronadl Heilman,
Robert Habenstein and Richard Dunipace. Dick Prats, student council representative, is a member ex-olTicio.
To Have Office Hours
The committee expects to set up
definite office hours for its work.
At the present time Miss Warner
states that she will be available for
social committee functions during her
office hours as stated in the Women's
Building.
Miss Warner urges that the student
body and activity advisors cooperate
with the .social committee and asks
that criticisms and suggestions be
given freely to the committee at the
regular Monday meetings at 4 p.m.,
in order that the social committee
can give the best service to the University.

Coach Harry Ockerman's fjrid charges will taper off their
scrimmage sessions tomorrow and Friday after nearly a week of
tough drills in making preparations to see if they can't flood the
Bluffton Beavers under a wave of touchdowns when the two
elevens get together next Saturday afternoon on the local stamping grounds.
There is little doubt in the mind of-iCoach Ockerman that the busy beavers from down the pike under the
guidance of Coach Burkey have built
their dams well and that the local
lads will have to be on edge or a few
Falcon feathers might return to the
Mennonite camp.
Chairman And Proctors to
Bluffton Downs Kenyon
Be Elected Soon
The Bluffton team holds a distinct
advantage over the locals in that
An official constitution governing
they already have a victory under
their belts by virtue of a 3-0 lacing dormitory life was adopted by the men
handed to Kenyon last week, while the at Kohl Hall at a general assembly
Saturday game will be the first ven- with Dean A. B. Conklin presiding,
last Monday at 6 p. m.
ture for Bee Gee.
The constitution was written by an
Coach Ockerman has not decided
upon the starting lineup he will send unofficial committee of men living at
the
dormitory. The document, now ofagainst the veteran invader, and as
game time draws near it is likely that ficial will govern every phase of
the selection for some positions could activity In the dorm.
Dean Conklin appointed a comwell be decided by a flip of a coin.
mittee of five men to enforce this
Bamet. Knecht Sure Starters
constitution, to continue organization
The only sure starters on the line
and to carry out the election of a
are the veteran Bob Bamet and dormitory chairman and floor proc"Posty" Knecht at the guard posts
tors. The election will be held this
who by their splendid showing in
week. Bob Yarnell, Paul Wilhelm,
practice have edged sophomores Don Carl Purdy, John Shrider, and Bob
Brashley and Bud Shirk.
The tackle posts finds a battle rag- Dorfmeyer will serve on the commiting between three lettermen and an tee appointed by the Dean.
Although no dates have been enterup and coming sophomore. The award
winners are Captain Siminski, "Duff" ed in the social calendar, Kohl Hall
will
undoubtedly be the scene of many
Madaras and Jack Klenner, while
Emil Ihnat is the sophomore. The social functions. With its new and
likely starters are Captain Ed. and modernistic furnishings it lends it"Duff" with the possibility of Klen- self to dances and social gatherings.
An informal radio dance was held
ner replacing Madaras.
The end positions finds another last Wednesday evening in the lower
terrific battle waging for starting lounge. Girls from the women's dorms
berths. Dalo Good, junior, and Harold and the Skol sorority attended.
According to present plans the enMehlow, sophomore, seem to be edging Mike Kormazis and George forcement of the rules concerning
Madaras. George has been laid up discipline and quiet hours will largeby a case of poison ivy and may not ly be left in the hands of the dorm
chairman and the proctors.
see much service.
With the conversion of Chuck Catanesc to the backfield the center post
is likely to be given to either "Tiny"
Riddle or Tom Tablar. If the experiment with Catanesc in the backfield

Dorm Men Adopt
Official Rules
For Government

Ruth Osborn, senior of Defiance, is
editor of tha 1940 edition of tko
Key, Univorsity yoarbook. Enrolled
in the College of Education, she is a
member of the YWCA cabinet, Sigma
Tau Delta and the Seven Sisters
Sorority. She was assistant editor
of the 1939 Key. While in DeSanco
High School Mits Osborn was active
in journalism and music.

Osborn Begins Work
On 1939-40 Key; to
Select Staff Soon
Assistant
Editor
Fruth
Helps on Photo Work
As the wheels of activity began to
turn on Bowling Green State Univer Ity's campus last week, so began
the work of Miss Ruth Osborn, Editor-in-Chief of the 1939-40 Key, campus yearbook, and Richard Fruth,
Assistant Editor, who were busy with
the photographer catching some hard
to get pictures of freshman initiation and other important events.
Miss Osborn, whose hopes for
better Key developed while she was
spending two weeks in Chicago during the summertime in conference
with the head artists in the engraving
plant, announces thut this year's publication will have a more striking art
design, a section devoted to campus
beauties, more individual pictures, and
will be more voluminous in contents.
Announcement
of the complete
Key staff will be made within the next
two weekH, the editor said.

3 Kay Hop Friday
To be All-Campus
An "Autumn Swing Festival" will
be staged this Friday evening, Sept.
29, at eight thirty o'clock in the Men's
Gymnasium by members of the Three
Kay Sorority. Committee members in
charge of arrangements include Ruth
Barnes, Virginia Kline, Mary Lucille
Rostofer, and Maxine Smith. All collegians on the campus are invited to
attend and enjoy dancing to the music
of Don Raye and his orchestra.
Faculty guests will be Prof, and
Mrs. C. G. Swanson, Dr. and Mrs. B.
J. Pierce, Prof, and Mrs. Samuel M.
Mayficld, and Dr. and Mrs. F. J.
Prout.

CAPACITY CROWD OF 2000 HEARS NAVY
RAND PRESENT DIVERSIFIED CONCERT
The United States Navy Band was
Soloist
brought to Bowling Green State University for a concert performance
last Monday at 8:16 p.m. A capacity
crowd of 2000 filled the Men's Gymnasium to take advantage of this
unique opportunity.
The famous band was under the direction of Charles Benter, who acted as clarinet soloist prior to his becoming the present leader.
The United States Navy Band had
its recognized beginning in 1838, and
from a "full and organized Navy
Band consisting of a bandmaster, four
first-lass musicians and one second
class musician" it has become the
great organization that it is today.
However, it was not until 1925,
after numerous insistent requests,
that the band was permitted to leave
Washington on concert tours. Since
Bernard Roienthal, above, violin
that time the authorized annual tours soloist and concertniaitrr of the U.
S.
Navy Band Symphony Orchestra,
have made it possible for vast audiences outside the Nation's Capitol to won the applause of 2,000 at the
U. S. Navy concert Monday night
(Continued on page 4, col. 6)
for hie rendition of "Danaee Tsgane."

(Continued on page 3, col. 3)

Dr. McCain Returns
From War Zone on
Italian Liner Rex

Dr. Rea McCain returned home
Miss Burling to
Saturday, Sept. 16, after spending a
weeks' vacation In Italy. Dr. McDo Degree Work six
Cain had planned to visit Spain, but
Miss Gladys Burling, assistant librarian, has been granted a leave of
absence to continue her studies at the
University of Chicago Graduate Library School. Miss Burling needs
one more resident quarter and then
to take her written comprehensive
examination and write her thesis to
receive the master's degree in library
science, a master's degree in this
field requires two years of graduate
study in advance of the A.B. degree.
Miss Burling served as acting librarian this summer while Mr. Edmon Low,
librarian, was teaching at the University of Michigan.
Miss Burling thinks that the student body might be interested to hear
of a high-light in her vacation this
summer, when she and her brother,
Lamaf, a former student of B.G.S.U.
visited in the home of David Guion,
author and composer of "Home on
the Range". Mr. Guion and her brother have been long standing friends
and Mr. Guion told them of the program of his music which was to be
sung by Lawrence Tibbett over the
Ford Sunday Evening Hour. Jeannette McDonald and her husband had
been guests of Mr. Guion the week
before. A picture of a cupboard in
Mr. Gulon's home is to be published
soon in Better Home* end Gardens.

remained in Italy in order to keep
informed about the accurate schedule of the sailing of boats.
She came home on the "Rex" which
was the first Italian boat to leave after the "uproar." It was a special
sailing for American citizens only.
There were no blackouts, and life on
board the ship was a very normal one.
The ship flew both the Italian and
the American flags.
Dr. McCain was especially interested in the development of activities in
the contemporary Italy. In the mountain town where she stayed, a railroad and a school were being built.
She was surprised at the perfect
calm and steadiness with which the
people continued their plans for their
normal activities.
Graduate Enters Yale
On Full Scholarship
Paul Moore, son of Mr. and Mrs.
William Moore, North Baltimore, left
this week for New Haven, Conn.,
where he will enter Yale Divinity
School where he was awarded a threeyear scholarship
Advertisers Offer Beauty
To Coed Readers

'Our Town' May be Given
Do you coeds know where you can
By Campus Players; Date obtain those distinctive coiffures
which make that appreciable differSet For November 10, 11 ence in yonr appearance which will
mark you as one who has discovered
Prof. Upton Palmer set the ten- a secret of beauty? The beauty
tative dates for the production of salons which advertise in the UniThornton Wilder"s "Our Town"
versity paper are the onee which
Nov. 10 and 11, although he is still have the latest styles to offer you.
uncertain that he will be able to pro- They are the progressive beauty ea>
duce the play. The royalties on "Our perts who keep to the modern trend
Town" are so high that it is difficult in tbe conduct of their business and
in the newest in hair styles which
for a college group to produce it.
Prof. Palmer has planned the fol- they can individualize so well to enhance your beauty.
Read the ade
lowing programs for the current which the select few of the Bowling
year: Nov. 10-11, all-school play; Green beauty salons have offered to
Dec. 12, one-act play; Feb. 23-25, all- yon In the University paper and
school play; May 4, vaudeville; May choose the services of one for your
hair styling.
16, one-act play.
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"Y" Mixer in Women's Building Tonight Palmer to Produce
Highlights Extensive Freshmen Week Thorton Wilder's
Program Planned by Student Council Famous 'Our Town*
Known Heads Council in Arranging Froth Picnics,
Campus Tours and Orientation Instruction

Will Attract 2000 at Performance in Men's Gym Monday

Shaw's 'Bury The Dead'
Under Consideration

Thornton Wilder's great Pulitizer
prize winner, "Our Town", and Irwin
—♦ The "Y" Mixer tonight and picnics Shaw's
controversial
"Bury
the
for frcshmun men and women tomor- Dead" are being considered for prorow and Friday will climax the last duction by the dramatic arts departthree days of the most extensive ment, according to Mr. Upton Palmer,
freshman week program seen here head of the department.
Mr. Palmer plans to produce "Our
in recent years. Under the rein of Town" in November, and Welda BerVice President Abe Kcown, the Stu- lincourt, senior of Fremont, who has
dent Council is producing a schedule been working this summer in Massactivities to help the proverbial achusetts with the Priscilla Beach
Kennedy Aims For Club of of
frosh orient himself to the Univer- Summer Theatre, is expected to be
sity.
50; Outlines Programs
student director for the production.
This morning at
"Our Town" puts great demands
Tryouts for the Treble Clef Club,
«»
9 o'clock all new upon tho actors, for the stage is
students
will
meet
women's glee club organization, will
stripped bare of scenery and every
in the Men's Gym impression the audience receives must
continue to lie held the rest of the week
to get the inform- be given by the characters on the
from two to five o'clock in the afteration of the var- stage.
noon in the Recital Hull of the Praciety of activities
Is Satire on War
tical Arts Building, nccording to an
offered by student
There is still some question, acannouncement by Prof. J. P. Kennedy
organizations. At cording to Mr. Palmer, as to whether
of the music department.
the same hour cam- "Bury the Dead" will be produced.
The club will be composed of appus tours will be It is tho story of a group of soldiers
conducted.
Coun- who were killed but who refuse to lie
proximately BO members, and, as always, will be made up of women outcil members Mar- down. Their refusal disrupts the whole
side the music department.
L. Keown
garet Ernst and war and the government too.
Margaret Bender
Presentation of a Christmas pro"Bury the Dead" is a satire on war,
gram in December Is included in tho comprise the committee on tours.
and the events of the next few months
Pictured above it the United States Navy Band which will play in the Men ■ Gym Monday evening;, Sept.
club's tentative schedule of appearwill determine to a great extent 25, at 8:15, at the first offering of the entertainment commit tea for the semester, The band will appear i I uniTo Explain Library Uio
form and will ba under the direction of Charles Brendler.
ances.
Between the hours of 1 and 6 p. whether this highly controversial
The highlight of the year's acti- m. at the times designated on ap- play can be produced, states Mr.
vities of the club is expected to be a pointment sheets, Mr. Edmund Low, Palmer.
Wesley Foundation Will
concert tour of Now York state in librarian, will explain the use of the
(Continued from page 1, col. 3)
Hold Student Reception
the spring. Last spring the club's con- University Library.
Pi Kappa Delta National
cert tour took it through southern
The "Y" Mixer at 8 p. m. in the
ienco in the practical accounting field.
At 8:15 This Friday
Tourney
to
be
Held
in
Ohio and most of Kentucky.
Women's Gym tonight will close the
It includes three years as corporate
Officers are Murjoric Swartz and day's activities. Meredith Miller and
Bowling
Green's Wesley Foundation
April at Knoxville, Tenn. field auditor of the Iowa Income
Phyllis Bolinger.
Richard Slater have charge of the
Tax Division and as accountant with and Epworth league will wclcom
dance.
Pi Kappa Delta, national forensic The K. S. Cage Accounting Co. and freshmen and upperclassmen at i
Recitations begin at 8 a. m. Thurs- fraternity, will
hold
its national Ernst and Ernst Accounting
Co., special reception to be held in the
day and the Council's program con- tournament at Knoxville, Tennessee Denver, Colorado. Prof. Cadwallader Wesloyan Room of the Methodist
tinues with u Y. M. C. A. picnic at in April thiB year, according to Mr. received both his B. S., and M. A. Church Friday evening at 8:16. Comtho City Park for all freshman mm Upton Palmer, a member of the degrees at the University of Iowa plete plans for the evening were not
at 6:15. The Women's League will fruternity's national committee.
available by press time, but Mrs. W.
taking the latter in 1932.
hold a marshmallow toast in the UniThe national committee is in the
S. Huffman, who is in charge of the
Takes Bus. Ed. Post
versity Grove at 6:30.
process of choosing the debate quesProf. Paul F. Muse, who will teach league, expects many interesting actiTho W. A. A. will entertain all tion, and according to all indications, courses in Business Education, comes vities.
freshman women at a picnic, 6:16 p.
The first regular meeting of the
With the Bluffton-Bowling Green m. Friday closing the week's ac- states Mr. Palmer, it will be on the here from Mt. Vernon where he has
neutrality question.
taught in the business department Epworth League will be held Sunday
grid game and first public appear- tivities.
Both
Mr.
Palmer
and
Prof.
J.
W.
of
the
high
school
for
12
years.
Here
at
6:30 p. m. Dr. L. C. Helms will
ance only ten days away, the UniverCommittees working this week and
sity marching band under the direct- appointed by Keown are as follows: C.irmichael will begin training speak- he will teach business mathematics, be the speaker. A free supper will be
ers soon, and according to present accounting and handwriting.
served and part of the evening will
ion of Prof. Charles Church, Jr., will Vcnnie Pctcof and Janet Stump; Darl
Prof. Muse received his B. S. de- be spent in a fun and fellowship hour
hold a full rehearsal today at 4 p. Gatchell and Prof. W. C. Jordan were plr.ns, at least six students will be
m. in room 209 Practical Arts Build- in charge of freshman rules; Paul entered in the national tournament. gree at Ohio University, his M. A. at according to Mrs. Huffman.
Welcome Students
Theso entries will be made In men Ohio State and is working on his Ph.
ing.
Ladd, Dr .Florence Litchfield and
Tryouts have been held Monday Abe Keown planned the faculty and and women's debate, oratory, and D. He also obtained a B. C. degree
extemporaneous speaking.
BASKETBALL
while at Ohio U.
and Tuesday. However, Prof. Church student reception held last Monday,
In high school he was very active
announced that more tryouts for playDec. 2—At BluSton
STUDENT
in
school
and
state
organizations,
ers as well as drum majors would be
Dec 5—Defiance
having served as Hi-Y advisor for
continued until S p. m. today.
New Kohl Hall Open;
five years, and as secretary treasurDec. 9—Youn,.low„
(Continued from page 2, col. 2)
er of the Ohio Commercial Teachers
Dec. 12—At Ashland
Houses 150 Men; Mrs.
Should learn that
No doubt, there are many Ameri- Association. He is now serving on the
Prof. Powell And Family
Dec. 15—At Detroit Tach
Reynolds is Matron cans now who would volunteer to fight advisory board of that organization. Dec. 16—Open
neatness in clothes
Prof. Muse is married and has two'
for Poland. It might stifle their arTour New England States
is worth at least
The doors of Clayton C. Kohl Hall dor to be informed that the same hildren, David, 2, and Neil, 11Jan. 4—At Michigan Noi mal
Prof. E. C. Powell and family re- opened last Sunday to admit approxi- Poles they would die for are actually months.
Jan.
6—At
Heidelberg
one "ology"
turned last week from a twelve-day mately 160 freshmen and
upper comparable to Germans as religious
Name Part Time Instructors
Jan. 12—At Hiram
vacation tour of the New England classmen.
Instructors appointed in part time
persecutors, and that this same Poland
Jan. 16—DeSales
States.
The first men's dorm on the cam- gladly siezed what it could when positions are Miss Marjorie Suhre,
While on tour Prof. Powell collect- pus, Kohl Hall, will be the envy of Czechoslovakia was interned.
Jan. 20—At Capital
who has an assistantship in English,
ed information and pictures of New every man living in a rooming house.
True American liberals will not al- Mr. Stanton Miner, who will teach
Jan. 27—At Wooster
England architecture for a paper he The rooms are furnished in modern- low the country to go to war. As col- some swimming classes, and Mrs.
Jan. 30—Mt. Union
is preparing on thut subject.
139 E. Wooster St.
istic furniture, including single beds, lego students, we fall into that class. Mary Ogg, Who will work in the ColFeb. 2—At Marietta
a Study desk, two chairs, and easy We nro too young to be content as lege of Liberal Arts.
PHONE 6611
Feb.
3—At
Otterbein
chairs and n desk lamp.
Changes in the dormitory perconservatives, and since the HitlerMrs.
Netlis
Reynolds,
former
house
Feb.
6—Heidelberg
sonnel
will
see
Mrs.
Josephine
James
Stalin handclasp, our so called raEvery girl having work
mother at Shutzel will be at the men's dicals are becoming extinct. There- us the new matron at Williams Hall,
Feb. 9—At Findlay
done here within the
d.irm.
fore, it is up to us to use our heads Mrs. Ruth MacWilliams assigned to
Feb. 10—Oberlin
BEAUTY
next two weeks will reRobert Dorfmeyer and Mrs. Mar- during this war to make sure it will Shutzel Hall, Mrs. Nellie Reynolds as
Feb. 13—Wittenberg
ON A BUDGET!
the matron at the new Kohl Hall and
ceive a purse sized jar garet llammett ure in charge of the stay where it is.
Feb. 20—Kent
co-op which houses 58 men. DorfMrs. Margaret Hamnet, head of the
XXX
of Marie Lake Cleansmeyer will be buyer for tho co-op
This paper has always agitated for co-op floor of Kohl Hall.
Feb. 27—Findlay
ing Cream.
and have complete charge of the tho provision of more jobs by Bowling
Permanent!
$1.98 and up
dining room.
Dr. Helen Todd and Miss Grace
End Curie
$1.50 and up
Green's merchants for college stuMachinelesa
Tho house mothers expect to hold dents. If it has helped some students Todd returned home Friday from a
Wave*
$2.50 and up
opi n house as soon us the dorm is in securo jobs, we are glad. Already a five weeks vacation spent at New
"In The Modern Home"
Shampoo and
order.
number of merchants are taking in London, Conn., and Brewster, Cape
Finger-wave
35c
140 S. Prospect
Ph. 50:11
college help so we'd like to mention Cod, Mass.
them. They are Leo Ijike at the VanAll Permanent! Guaranteed
Faculty Picnic Held at
For
ity Shop, Isaly Dairy Store, Holland
Dairy Store, The Parrot Restaurant, HATF1ELD-WEBER
City Park Tomorrow and Purity Restaurant, Cla-Zel A wedding of beautiful simplicity
Quality Foods
Thursday, Sept. 21, the faculty Kestuurant, Olen and Georgia Sand- was that performed Saturday afterGet the best price, most
women will give a picnic in the City wich Shop, Kcsscls, J. C. Penney, noon when Miss Virginia Lee HatHome Cooking
courteous service and
Park for faculty members and their Montgomery Ward, and the Milliken field, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wade
Hotel.
Muny
jthers
will
begin
hiring
complete satisfaction at
families. Mrs. W. C. Jordan is chairHatf ield became the bride of Kenneth
123 E. Court
Phone 9811
Main at End of Court
students as soon as school days get L. Weber, son of Mr. and Mrs. George
mun of the affair.
started and we will be glad to menWeber of Archbold. A small group of
tion them because we know that the
entire student body will want to pa- friends and the immediate family attronizo merchunts who help student*. tended.

Treble Clef Holds
Tryoi>uts This Week
In Arts Building

New Professors

WATCH FOR

AREOPAGUS

Church Primes Band
For Bluff ton Game
At Stadium Sept. 30

POST CARD
ETCHINGS

EVERY

ISOLATED ITEMS

Sanitary Dry
Cleaners

The Vanity Shop

Muir's
Restaurant

Creative
Beauty Shop

G. & M. Cut Rate
Drugs

In connection with this because this
paper is among the first to hear of
jobs, a space will be devoted each
week in this column to tell of any
jobs available. We have two openings

100 S. Muin St.

already. We can place a girl who has
had training in beauty culture and a
boy in a restaurant job. If you're
interested, see the writer.

KLEVER'S

The Woman's Club
Dining Room

Are Showing New Pieces in
UNIVERSITY JEWELRY
Badges and Keys from
$1 up
All Fraternity and Sorority Jewelry, Badges, Rings,
Jewelry in Stock

The Beit of Food
A Congenial Atmosphere
Reasonable Prices

DIAMONDS . . . WATCHES . . . JEWELRY
CUSTOM JEWELRY
GREETING CARDS
GIFTS
HANDKERCHIEFS
PRINTED STATIONERY
GIFTS FOR EVERY OCCASION

Featuring Inexpensive
Luncheons Daily
Try our Sunday Night
Buffet Supper . . . Special Student Rate.

Notebook Binders
Pencils
Fountain Pens
Erasers
Chemistry Note Books

Paper
Note Books
Stationery
Fillers
Math Note Books

COMPLETE DINNERS 25c
Soda Fountain Service at AH Times
Dancing Every Evening to Popular Bands

»-...«II,B MICMANKAUr r,,uir

KLEVER'S

S* Our Ntw Attortmmt
Cor. Court and Prospect
An easy walk from the campus

School Supplies
We buy in such large quanties we can offer the
most reasonable prices for quality merchandise in—

Welcome Students!

Offers You

A Complete Line of . . .

Rogers Bros.
Drug Store
Next door to Cla-Zel

JEWELRY
121 N. Main St.

PARROT RESTAURANT

STORE

(Roy Klever)

Phone 9673

"THE UNIVERSITY STORE"

THIS WEEK
THREE KAY SWING

VOL. XXIV.—Z551

Although the board of publication!
thii spring voted to chance the name
of this publication from "The Bee
Gee News" to aome more individualistic title, it was unable to agree upon the new name. Therefore, this issue goes nameless, but the staff will
welcome any suggestions from students for a new name. From those

9

submitted by students this week one
will be chosen and the author will
be duly credited with It for posterity. The new name will be used starting; next Wednesday.
If you have any suggestions, please
write them down and bring them to
the news office located on the oast
end of the first floor of the Library
Building.

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY,
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BLUFFTON HERE
SATURDAY

No. 2

1425 Enroll
For Record
Registration

Warner Takes
Post As Head
Of Activities

Falcon Eleven Face Bluffton
In Season's Opener Saturday

More Late Enrollment May
Increase Figures to
Over 1450 Mark

Deans of Men and Women
Have no Vote in New
Committee Set-up

OCKERMAN PUTS CHARGES THROUGH
TOUGH DRILLS FOR INITIAL TEST

ALL COLLEGES CAIN

NEW RULES MADE

Veterans Battle Sophomores For Starting Berths;
Bluffton Eleven With One Victory to Date
May Surprise Orange

Larger Northwestern Ohio
Cities Send More
Students Here

Faculty Members Named to
Committee; Six Students
To Hold Offices

With a new enrollment record
of 1425 already on its books,
the registrar's office was still
receiving a few scattered late enrolles today and seeing a possibility of the 1450 mark being
reached by the end of the week. The
old record was 1269 set in February,
1939.
The incomplete registration files
showed large increases in the college
of liberal arts and business ss well
as education, but figures for enroll
ment by colleges will not be available until next week.
Larger Cities Gain
As usual Northwestern Ohio con
tributed the lion's share to the student
population, but a trend very noticeable was that of more students coming from the larger cities in this part
of the state. Findlsy, Fostoris, Fremont, Sandusky, Napoleon, Defiance,
Bryan, Lima and Bowling Green are
included in this group.
A surprising increase was seen in
the number of students coming from
the Cleveland area, including Cleveland proper, Elyrla, Huron, Vermilion, Lorain, and smaller towns in
that area.
Enrollment of more students from
the Columbus area indicated that
Bowling Green's opportunities were
being realized more downstate, too.

Mi>« A. Wr.T W.rner. assistant
prof •••or of physical aducation, ia
tit* chairman of the r«orf»n.««d social committa* of the University.
Trained in college* In the United
State*. Denmark and Gerwany, Mita
Warner came to Bowling Green after
oxtoBBiro teaching in both North and
South America. In taking over the
position as social chairman, Mi**
Warner *tate* that sh« will attempt
to clear up iome of tho confusion that
has oxittod in tho past by a cloar
exposition of the rule* of tho commit too.

Social Calendar
Shows Full Year
Of Activities
Inauguration Highlights
Fall Season; Twelve
Mixers Listed

With football games, rallies, sor
orities, and Homecoming scheduled
on the social calendar for October,
University students will find a great
diversity of affairs which they msy
attend during the semester.
Highlight of the fall term is the
joint Homecoming and inauguration
of President Frank J. Prout, which
will be held on Oct. 21. Following the
inauguration, the Falcons will meet
Otterbein on the gridiron.
On Oct. 4, as freshmen should
notice, the Womsn'i Athletic Association will stage a party especially
Michigan Sends Over 20
for the benefit of the fledglings.
Michigan was again in for its share
The complete calendar for the first
with more than 20 from the Wolverine semester is as follows:
state registered, and evidence of
Bowling Green's spreading prestige Wednesday, Sept. 27—
Kindergarten-Primary and Interwas noted in the more than thirty
mediate Club party.
students who came from points in
New Jersey,' Pennsylvania, New York Friday, Sept. 29
and Massachusetts.
Three Kay all-campus "Autumn
California was the most distant
Swing Festival."
state represented on the campus.
Football rally. Plans have been
Saturday's registration
in the
made to stage rallies before each
graduate school totaled 187.
football game. Attend these and
support the team!
Saturday, Sept. 30
Football game here with Bluffton
College.
Sunday, Oct. 1
Skol and Las Amigas sororities
will hold teas.

Promising a new policy of
administration. Miss A. Wrey
Warner, assistant professor of

physical education, will be the
head of the reorganized social
committee this year, and the
dean of men and dean of women
will be members ex-officio without vote.
This announcement was made by
the University administration prior
to the opening of school in an attempt
to solve the problems which fsced
the committee and student body in
the past.
To make the procedure of the social committee more clear to the itudent body, Mi!s Darner plans to make
available in mimeograph form the new
rules of the committee. The Committee began the formation of these
new policies at a meeting in the Women's Building last Mondsy at 4 p.m.
C*nsld*r All Programs
All dates for any activity or program on the campus are to go through
the social committee, itates Miss
Warner. In the past much criticism
and confusion has resulted because
of the scheduling of more thffsn one
important function on the campus
far one date. By scheduling all dates
through the social committee the committee hopes to correct much of this
trouble.
To make the scheduling of activities
more easy for the student body snd
advisors, all requests for dates on the
social calendar must be made in writing prior to the regular Monday afternoon meetings of the committee, or
they may be made in person at the
meetings, according to the new chairman.

Coach Harry Ockerman's grid charges will taper off their
scrimmage sessions tomorrow and Friday after nearly a week of
tough drills in making preparations to see if they can't flood the
Bluffton Beavers under a wave of touchdowns when the two
elevens get together next Saturday afternoon on the local stamping grounds.
There is little doubt in the mind of*-Coach Ockerman that the busy beavers from down the pike under the
guidance of Coach Burkey have built
their dams well and that the local
lads will have to be on edge or a few
Falcon feathers might return to the
Mennonite camp.
Chairman And Proctors to
Bluffton Downs Kenyon
Be Elected Soon
The Bluffton team holds a distinct
advantage over the locals in that
An official constitution governing
they already have a victory under
Ruth Osborn, senior of Defiance, is their belts by virtue of a 3-0 lacing dormitory life was adopted by the men
editor of the 1S40 edition of the handed to Kenyon last week, while the at Kohl Hall at a general assembly
Key, University yearbook. Enrolled Saturday game will be the first ven- with Dean A. B. Conklin presiding,
in the College of Education, ah* it • ture for Bee Gee.
last Monday at 6 p. m.
member of th* YWCA cabinet, 81*m»
The constitution was written by an
Coach Ockerman has not decided
Tau Delta and th* S*v*n Siat*ra upon the starting lineup he will send unofficial committee of men living at
Sorority. She was assistant editor
the
dormitory. The document, now ofof th* 1B39 Kay. Whil* in D.fi.nc against the veteran invader, and as ficial will govern every phase of
High School Miss Osborn was activ* game time draws near it is likely that
the selection for some positions could activity in the dorm.
in journalism and music.
Dean Conklin appointed a comwell be decided by a flip of a coin.
mittee of five men to enforce this
Bamet. Knscht Sura Starters
The only sure starters on the line constitution, to continue organisation
and to carry out the election of a
are the veteran Bob Bamet and
"Poity" Knecht at the guard poiti dormitory chairman and floor proctors. The election will be held this
who by their splendid showing in
week. Bob Yamell, Paul Wilhelm,
practice have edged sophomores Don
Carl I'urdy, John Shrider, and Bob
Brsshley and Bud Shirk.
Dorfmeyer will serve on the commitThe
tackle
posts
finds
a
battle
ragAssistant Editor Fruth
ing between three lettermen and an tee appointed by the Dean.
Helps on Photo Work
Although no dates have been enterup and coming sophomore. The award
winners are Captain Siminski, "Duff" ed in the social calendar, Kohl Hall
As the wheels of activity began to Madaras and Jack Klenner, while will undoubtedly be the scene of many
turn on Bowling Green State Uni- Emil Ihnat is the sophomore. The social functions. With its new and
ver 'ty's campus last week, so began likely starters are Captain Ed. and modernistic furnishings it lends itthe work of Miss Ruth Osbom, Edi "Duff" with the possibility of Klcn self to dances and social gatherings.
An informal radio dance was held
tor-in-Chief of the 19,19-40 Key, cam- ner replacing Madaras.
pus yearbook, and Richard Fruth,
The end positions finds another last Wednesday evening In the lower
Assistant Editor, who were busy with terrific battle waging for starting lounge. Girls from the women's dorms
the photographer catching some hard berths. Dale Good, junior, and Harold and the Skol sorority attended.
According to present plans the ento get pictures of freshman initiat- Mchlow, sophomore, seem to be edgion and other important events.
ing Mike
Kormazis and George forcement of the rules concerning
Miss Osborn, whose hopes for a Madnras. George has been laid up discipline and quiet hours will largebetter Key developed while she was by a case of poison ivy and may not ly be left in the hands of the dorm
chairman nnd the proctors.
spending two weeks in Chicago dur- see much service.
ing the summertime in conference
With the conversion of Chuck Catwith the head artists in the engraving anese to the backfield the center post
plant, announces that this year's pub- is likely to be given to cither "Tiny"
lication will have a more striking art Riddle or Tom Tablar. If the experidesign, a section devoted to campus ment with Catanrse in the backfield
beauties, more individual pictures, and
(Continued on page 3, col. 3)
will be more voluminous in contents.

Dorm Men Adopt
Official Rules
For Government

Osborn Begins Work
On 1939-40 Key; to
Select Staff Soon

Other Memberi Named
Other faculty members named to
the reorganized social committee are
Prof. D. J. Crowley, Dr. C. S. Martin, Mrs. Marguerite Carpenter, and
Dr. W. E. Steidtmann.
In addition, there are six student
members with one elected from each
class and two elected at large. Under
Announcement
of the complete
new plans these student members are
Dr. Rea McCain returned home
to be three girls and three boys. The Key staff will be made within the next
Saturday, Sept. 16, after spending a
freshman representative to be elected two weeks, the editor said.
six weeks' vacation in Italy. Dr. Mcthis fall is to be a girl. Present stuCain had planned to visit Spain, but
dent members are Ronadl Heilman,
remained in Italy in order to keep
Robert Habenstein and Richard DuniMiss Gladys Burling, assistant li- informed about the accurate schedpace. Dick Fruth, student council rebrarian, h.i.-. been granted a leave of ule of the sailing of boats.
(Continued on page 4, col. 4)
presentative, is a member ex-officio.
absence to continue her studies at the
Elections for class officers and
She came home on the "Rex" which
University of Chicago Graduate Li- was the first Italian boat to leave afTo Have Office Hour*
freshman representatives to the Stubrary
School.
Miss
Burling
needs
The committee expects to set up
dent Council and social committee
An "Autumn Swing Festival" will
ter the "uproar." It was a special
definite office hours for its work. be staged this Friday evening, Sept. one more resident quarter and then sailing for American citizens only.
must be held on October 11 this year,
At the present time Miss Warner 29, at eight thirty o'clock in the Men's to take her written comprehensive There were no blackouts, and life on
a member of the Student Council
states that she will be available for Gymnasium by members of the Three examination and write her thesis to board the ship was a very normal one.
stated yesterday.
receive the master's degree in library
These elections were supposed to
Dr. Gay W. Allen gave a lecture social committee functions during her Kay Sorority. Committee members in science, a master's degree in this The ship flew both the Italian and
hsve been held by the end of Sep- at a meeting of the English Institute office hours as stated in the Women's charge of arrangements include Ruth field requires two years of graduate the American flags.
Building.
Barnes, Virginia Kline, Mary Lucille
Dr. McCain was especially interesttember according to a past rule, but which was held at Columbia UniverMiss Warner urges that the student Rostofer, and Maxine Smith. All col- study in advance of the A.B. degree. ed in the development of activities in
action by the council Monday changed sity from Aug. 28 to Sept 9.
Miss
Burling
served
as
acting
librariDr. Allan's address was entitled body and activity advisors cooperate legians on the campus are invited to an this summer while Mr. Edmon Low, the contemporary Italy. In the mounIt.
with the social committee and asks attend and enjoy dancing to the music
tain town where she stayed, a raillibrarian, was teaching at the Uni- road and a school were being built.
With Homecoming moved up to "The New Science of Words". He that criticisms and suggestions be of Don Raye and his orchestra.
versity
of
Michigan.
the earlier date of Oct. 21, elections said, "The new science of words is given freely to the committee at the
Faculty guests will be Prcf. and
She was surprised at the perfect
Miss Burling thinks that the stu- calm and steadiness with which the)
for Homecoming Queen are expected not a body of knowledge, it is a tech- regular Monday meetings at 4 p.m., Mrs. C. G. Swanson, Dr. and Mrs. II
nique, a tool, an aid to acquiring
dent body might be interested to hear people continued their plans for their
soon.
J.
Pierce,
Prof,
and
Mrs.
Samuel
M.
in
order
that
the
social
committee
knowledge, like mathematical thinkof a high-light in her vacation this
ing, which may be used in solving can give the best service to the Uni- Mayfield, and Dr. and Mrs. F. J. summer, when she and her brother, normal activities.
Prout.
almost any sort of genuine human versity.
Lamm', a former student of B.G.S.U.
Steidtmann Finds New
problem. The new science of words
visited in the home of David Guion, Graduate Enters Yale
is being developed to try to bridge
Species of Fossils in
On Full Scholarship
author and composer of "Home on
gap between the inaccuracy of
the Range". Mr. Guion and her broSummer Research Work the
our linguistic communication and the
Paul Moore, son of Mr. and Mrs.
ther have been long standing friends
precision of our scientific records."
and Mr. Guion told them of the pro- William Moore, North Baltimore, left
New species of fossil plants, now
The English Institute has been
gram of his music which was to be this week for New Haven, Conn.,
extinct, were discovered this summer planned in order to afford opportunisung by Lawrence Tibbett over the where he will enter Yale DivinityThe United States Nsvy Band was
at the University of Illinois by Dr. ty for mature scholars in the field of
Soloist
Ford Sunday Evening Hour. Jean- School where he was awarded a threebrought
to
Bowling
Green
State
UniW. S. Steidtmann of the Bowling English to meet together and discuss,
nette McDonald and her husband had year scholarship
versity
for
a
concert
performance
Green dept. of biology. Engaged in in a series of informal conferences,
been guests of Mr. Guion the week
last
Monday
at
8:15
p.m.
A
capacity
research work there, Dr. Steidtmann problems of literary and philological
before. A picture of a cupboard in
found the remains of petrified stems research. It thus serves as a medium crowd of 2000 filled the Men's GymAdvertiser* Offer Beauty
Mr. Gulon's home is to be published
in calcareous nodules located in and for the interchange of ideas relating nasium to take advantage of this
soon in Batter Horn** and Gardani.
To Coed Readers
on top of coal seams. These are found to research in special fields of inter- unique opportunity.
The famous band was under the dionly in the central United States and est; and in these conferences attenrection of Charles Benter, who act'Our Town' May be Given
Do you coeds know wh*r* yon cam
European coal fields.
tion is centered on basic problems in
By Campus Players; Date obtain thos* distinctly* coiffuraa
Results of the findings will appear the philosophy snd the technique of ed as clarinet soloist prior to his becoming
the
present
leader.
which
that appreciable differin the Illinois Geological Survey Pub- research, as distinct from discussion
Set For November 10, 11 ence inmake
The United States Navy Band had
your appearance which will
lications st the end of this yesr. Type of specified subject matter.
its recognized beginning in 1838, and
mark you as on* who has discovered
material on the subject will be conOther lecturers at this meeting
Prof. Upton Palmer Bet the ten- a secret of beauty? Th* beauty
veniently placed for study in the Uni- were Csrleton Brown, New York Uni- from a "full and organized Navy
tative
dates
for
the
production
of
aalons which advertise in th* University of Michigan museum, The versity; Robert E. Spiller, Swarth- Bond consisting of a bandmaster, four
Thornton Wilder's "Our Town" as versity paper or* th* on** which
Illinois Geological Survey, and the more College; James M. Osbom, Yale first-lass musicians and one second
Nov. 10 and 11, although he is still have th* latest styles to offer you.
National Museum at Washington, D. University; Msrjorie Nicolson, Smith class musician" it has become the
uncertain that he will be able to pro- They ar* th* progressive beauty exC.
College; Luther H. Evans, National great organization that it is today.
duce the play. The royalties on "Our perts who keep to th* modern trend
However,
it
was
not
until
1925,
Ideas of classification and evolution Director of the Historical Survey of
Town" are so high that it is difficult in th* Conduct of their business and
after
numerous
insistent
requests,
in th* newest In hair styles which
of plants may be effected and perhaps the Works Progress Administration;
for a college group to produce it.
that
the
band
was
permitted
to
leave
can individualize ao wall to enchanged by this discovery. The re- F. W. Bateson, Oxford University;
Prof. Palmer has planned the fol- they
Washington
on
concert
tours.
Since
Bernard
Rosanthal,
abov*,
violin
hance your beauty.
Read th* ada
sults of Dr. Steidtmann's findings will Carl Van Doren, Author and Critic;
lowing
progrsms
for
the
current
which th* select few of th* Bowling
and conc*rtmast*r of th* U.
be reported at the Christmas meeting Howard F. Lowry, The College of that time the authorized annual tours soloist
year:
Nov.
10-11,
all-school
play;
S.
Navy
Band
Symphony
Orchestra,
Graen
beauty
aalona
have
offered to
of the American Association for the Wooster; The Oxford University have made it possible for vast audi- won th* applause of 2,000 at the Dec. 12, one-act play; Feb. 23-26, all- you In th* University paper and
Advancement of Science, of which Press, New York, and Townsend ences outside the Nation's Capitol to U. S. Navy concert Monday night school play; May 4, vaudeville; May choose th* services of one for your
Dr. Steidtmann is a member.
Scudder, Swarthmore College.
for his rendition of "Dantes Tsgan*." 16, one-act play.
hair styling.
(Continued on page 4, col. 6)

Student Elections
Wil! be Held Soon
States Councilman

Dr. McCain Returns
From War Zone on
Italian Liner Rex

Miss Burling to
Do Degree Work

3 Kay Hop Friday
To be All-Campus

Allen Speaks at
English Meeting

CAPACITY CROWD OF 2000 HEARS NAVY
BAND PRESENT DIVERSIFIED CONCERT

????????
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of international law, according to one authority
on the subject. This authority says, "There is
Published Every Wednesday of College Year by The an established principle of international law
Students of Bowling Green State University
that a neutral may not, after the outbreak of
war, change its legislation for the purpose of
National Advertising Service, Inc.
assisting one of the belligerents."
ii.llitr Pmlluhtn Rtprtwustnm
And so, according to this authority, the Presi4SO MADIKM AVI.
N>w Vo-K. N. V.
dent is in bad with international law right from
CNica** • ■esiea • IM Maitn • !«■ riiKwa
the start. His proposal is in direct violation of
STAFF
the program which he supports. It is an unRobert Baron
Editor-in-Chief
friendly act toward Germany, and Germany
Associate Editors
Richard Lilley, Anthony Frances would have the right, under the international
Sports Editor
Richard Dunipace law which the President proposes, to take retaliFeatures
Gordon Humphrey
ation against American ships, even those not
Faculty Adviser
Duncan N. Scott carrying contraband and those in coastwise
trade.
Thus, an abandonment of the neutrality proTO STRAIGHTEN OURSELVES gram
at this time might just as well carry with
OUT ON THE NATATORIUM it a declaration of war. The President had bettake himself into a corner and give himself
No doubt, many students are wondering why aterfatherly
talk. Maybe he could tell us then
the natatorium has not been put into use, es- which he "HATES" most—Hitler or war.
pecially since reading in last week's paper that
the pool would open Monday. The answer is
that the opening date has not yet been set, and
last week's news story, apologetically admit, was
erroneous.
By ROBERT BARON
But the delay justifies itself. Although from
all outward appearances the pool is ready, there
is yet some work to be done in the interior which
"What this college needs is more spirit."
if not completed before students are admitted
"Whut we need around here is more . . . etc. etc."
to swim, might result in contamination of the
Once school gets into swing the above is common talk
pool. The job of completing it is being rapidly
pushed by workers under the direct supervision on the campus, especially on the Administration Buildamong other things that are accomplishof Coach M. Budd Cox, who is anxious to have ing steps when1
the natatorium in perfect condition in as short ed. everything from Ihr international question to the sea time as possible. This will be within one or lection (if recordi for a nickelodeon dunce is settled. The
real laugh, as far as campus questions are concerned, is
two weeks.
It is true, however, that the University re- thai everything is said but nothing done.
In the pail il hai generally been true that the ones who
ceived a special appropriation from the stale
to operate the pool this year, and although il la are always prone t" show their discontent for present
actually low. the quick acceptance by Coach Cox conditions in any particular phase of campus life are
of extra duties brought about by this is assur- the cues WIKI shy nway from necessary work when an
ance that the pool will be run in the most effic- actual chance for improvement comes up.
• • •
ient manner possible under its present arrangeThe butt of moil discontent in the putt hat been school
ment.
Also it is true that a large dedication program spirit. Vet when attempt! were made lust year with
is being planned by the new coach for the near pre football game rallies In produce some, poor attendfuture and students can be satisfied that they ance at many ol I hem indicated that the student body
will see a grand aquatic spectacle on the ded- was apparently not Interested. This is sadly said, but
it is true.
ication day.
• • •
According to present plans, swimming as an
But if Bowling Green State University ever received
intercollegiate sport will begin after football
Reason, and physical education classes will start a stimulus, a shot in the arm for a sagging spirit, it cerusing the pool as soon as it is ready. News of tainly did when those Iil7 freshmen took over the campus
this, together with a view of plans that call for last week. Vivacious seems a good word to give them
use of the pool for the above mentioned as well because never before has there been such a jovial and
as mixed swimming periods for students and enthusiastic freshman class here an there is now—and.
faculty, is ample proof that Bowling Green's they're taking all that hazing with a smile.
Kvcn those old decrepit seniors are beginning to loosen
natatorium justifies itself. Watch Bowling
up the creaks in their legs in order to keep pace with the
Green's prestige grow with it.

????

POETRY
CORNER
la Menoriam
(Written by Laura W. Draper, '16
of Tontogany, in memory of Paul C.
Ladd, also of the Class of 1916.)
As muffled drums
Again are heard
Across the eastern sky
We hear above their echo
Your challenge from on high.

A.F. JOHNSON,
STAR NORTHWESTERN U.
HALFBACK IN 1806. WAS
SELECTED ON THE ALLAMERICAN TEAM BUT
DID NOT LEARN OF THE
AWARD UNTIL 41 YEARS
LATER.'

We hear and
We will answer
You have not died in vain
Our youth shall not be slaughtered
For greedy spoils and gain.
That peace so dearly purchased
By our dear comrades' blood
Shall zealously be guarded;
We'll stem the rising flood.

ISOLATED ITEMS

ROOSEVELT AND
INTERNATIONAL LAW

yearlings. And I, for one, don't think these freshmen
are goitig In allow any pessimistic uppcrclussmun to stifle
their school spirit.

• • •
Saturday Bowline Green plays Bluffton and there
should be a rally Friday night. If there is, it will probably be led by someone who believes thut well done is
better than well said. There ore still a few upperclussmen who have the vigor and ability to lead such a rally.
Will a rally, if held, be a success? If H chorus of <il7
lusty frosh voices have anything to say about it, it will!

Now that the President has called a special
session of Congress for the pur(x>se of repealing
the present neutrality laws, we have the nation
flooded with the opinions of every person who
has a chance to get his ideas before the public.
Your writer is no exception.
• • •
The President urges the repeal of the present
legislation and the reversion to what he chooses
It's food to see that newspapers are caraful to include
to call "international law." International law in their stories of war news and in the identification
is that infernal phrase which international poli- lines under war pictures a little mention of where the
ticians use so beautifully whenever something story was written or picture reputedly taken und under
happens which they feel it is necessary to make what conditions and through whnt censorship the material passed. It is the newspaper's dully method of tella fuss about.
Some authors have attempted to code this law. ing American readers, "Be careful; this might bo probut it sometimes takes such queer twists that it paganda."
• • *
allows the national "leaders" to do just about
what they wish. That is during peace times.
If there is someone on the campus who needs a job
But what the President has overlooked in his and is a hustler, this column can give him a lead to u
message to Congress is that during war there is fairly lucrative job.
no international law as far as a neutral country
is concerned. Any law is only as good as the
ability to enforce the law. In international law
the enforcement is by war or sanctions or emBy GORDON HUMPHREY
bargoes. Thus, under international law the
United States found it necessary to declare war
on Germany in 1917. Germany had broken inUncle Pete and his illustrious letters may lie rememternational law.
bored from lust year by all my readers (both of 'cm).
Therefore, we can conclude that international So this year without Musser to fight with I'll have to put
law is not an attempt toward a strict neutrality Unc's pen on overtime. I got one the other day in
but is a dabbling in international politics. It is which tine, fives, the War the twice over.
a complete break with the present idea of keeping out of the oversea mess by means of embar- "My Dour Slug-Nutty Nephew,
"Aunt Sadie figures ya must of been took 0. to the
goes and isolation.
And so the whole problem comes down to just necropolis because ya ain't writ home for money in alwhat the nation wants to do. If we want to keep most a week. But I tole' her she ain't a good enough
out of war, if that is our prime aim at this time, Christian ta have any right ta hope for such a thing.
then we must keep our present neutrality laws "I suppose yu'll begettin' ya n gun pretty soon un' go
and strengthen them in regard to American ship- over cros't ta help ole' hook-beak Chamberlain lick Hitping. If neutrality is not the first aim, if the ler. Them I .ime-Juicers is goin' ta need plenty assistUnited States feels that Hitler must go and that 1 ance to win this brawl. We really oughta get in it an'
England must win. if we feel that Way as a na- help England because she's always been so good to us.
tional state, then the United States will adopt !■'•«' back in 17 somethin' she helped us get our liberty
international law to the exclusion of strict neut- by sendin' a lousy third-rate army over here, an' again
rality and will have to expect to back up this in 1812, accordin" to the papers of thut day, she gave a
lot of our sailors jobs on English scows. Ya know she
feeling with all its resources.
That is the situation today, and the solution thinks a lot of us Americans 'cause in the Revolution
she protected our scalps by only payin' the Indians for
depends upon the national mind.
The President says that he hates war. We American scalps which wuz in grade A condition; if
all hate war, but merely hating war is not going ihom redskins damaged our sculps one little bit they
to keep us out of the conflict. If we are to es- didn't get no pay even if they cried their eyes out. Then
cape involvement in the conflict, we must active- in 1917 she wuz nice enough to let us get credit fer helply try to remain aloof. If we are to remain in' ta win the war - then after it wuz all over she even
neutral, and there is not one in authority who let us foot the bill so's we wouldn't feel like spongers.
does not speak of neutrality, we must be neut- D - - - polite, these Limes.
ral to both sides. It is not for a neutral nation Besides, us long as England's got everything tied up
to be talking of quarantines against aggressors, now they ain't no use of letin' Germany get enough to
especially when recent discoveries concerning eat. Hitler is a bum — the English papers all says so,
the last war prove that the United States was an' no newspapers ever tells lies — hardly ever — only
not aware as to the real aggressor at that time, when they goes to press. Hitler is the guy which startWe dare not get into the international game of «1 this war vs. England even if it wux England which
bluff and make threats such as the dictators declared the festivities. Ya see, Socko, if Hitler wins
he'll get some of England's business, an' you an' me both
have been doing.
And to change our neutrality laws at the knows that free competition like that ain't in cahoots
present time, especially after the biased speech with the spirit of Democracy (English Democracy). We
of the President to Congress, would be an aban- jus' gotta get in it. Maybe a couple million of you young
donment of neutrality. The President admitted punks will get knocked off but the rest of us guys will
that one of his reasons for changing the act was make a buck fifty per hour while it's goin' on; an' what
to help those nations which had the sea power if it does cost the country a couple of billion berries —
which would allow them to seek trade on our think of all the fun we'll have beatin' up the conscientious
shores.
objectors like we did in the las' battle."
Such a step at this time now that war has alYours,
ready begun would constitute a "direct violation"
Uncle Pete

KNOCK BEFORE YOU ENTER

I i.h Pood
O, have you been into the pond?
(You know the one I mean.)
The one where Freshman go ker-splash
And make a merry scene.
kUEN AND ELMER CORNELL,
STUDENTS AT R.I. STATE COLLEGE, HAVE COMPLETED 27
YEARS OF SCHOOLING WITHOUT MISSING A DAY OR
HAVING BEEN TARDY/

NANCY MATTHEWS,
WEST VIRGIMIA UNIVERSITY
SOPHOMORE. IS THE SlYTEtNTH
MEMBER OF HER MOTHER'S FAMILY
TO BE INITIATED INTO KAPPA
KAPPA &AAAWV SORORITY/

The upperclassmen are so nice
They do it all in fun.
But you come out all soaking wet,
When the dunking all is done.
The Freshmen never seem to mind,
(They know they need a bath.)
We know that next year's Freshman

FRESHMEN SPIRITS ARE NOT DAMPERED
BY WEEK OF CAPS, RIBBONS, DUNKINGS
By Martha W.lr.lh
"Hey, fre>hman, come here!" And
any one of the 007 Howling "Greeniea" stops still in his or her tracks
and awaits the commands from an
upperclassman. It may be, "Where's
your cap?" or "Roll up that left
trouser leg". Even, "Carry my books."
And a still worse fate—a cold ducking in the pond.
Yes, it's the sophomores and juniors and seniors who take the action,
but it is definitely the lowly freshman who has the reaction. And just
what are those re-actions? How does
the up and coming Joe College or
Susie Smoothie of B.G. regard the
treatment which usually places them
in such undignified positions? Are
they good sports, taking it all in fun,
or do they secretly resent the treatment and make every possible effort
to stray from the sight of upperclassmen.
Well, six hundred freshmen are a
lot of freshmen in Bowling Green's
language and six hundred freshmen
would no doubt voice many opinions
in regard to the treatment received.
No, we didn't canvas the campus and

Whoops, My Dears!
You Must Rehearse
Before Serenading
It was midnight on the campus.
Everywhere a hallowed silence prevailed. Then the inevitable happend. (jhostly shrieks rent the air and
white clad figures moved in a grotesque dance.
The "femmes" in Shatzel and Williams awoke with one accord. Some
took shelter under the bed—others
in the closet—while the ones with a
great amount of fortitude crept to
the window to view the weird antics.
After several renditions of some "barber-shop" harmony, the identification
of the participants became known.
Clad in pajamas the frosh from
Kohl Hall were on the loose. Of
course the upperclassmen were behind the movement.
Now don't take me wrong, dear
readers. I, myself, am a lover of music and the fine arts, but if we girls
must be serenaded, why can't the arrangements be rehearsed before hand,
so peace abiding citizens won't think
someone's giving the land back to the
Indians in the middle of the night.

Students Invited to
Open House

lea

The Las Amigas Sorority extends
an invitation to all students on the
campus to attend its Open House Tea
to be given Sunday, October 1, from
2:30 until 5:00 p.m. Jean Diver,
Ruth Meek and Donna Deal are serving as a committee for this sorority
function.
June Smith, president, extends a
cordial welcome to the whole student
body. The house is located at ISO
South Prospect.

It really is a pleasant place
When you're feeling all worn out.
And if they EVF.R drain that pond.
We'll have to do without.
collect all those opinions, but we did
Carl La Rue
ask enough to find out what opinions
are generally.
How do Kohl Hall boys like those Miss Tressel Returns
duckings in the Pond? How do they
From Extended Tour
like being routed from their rooms
in the chilly midnight and chattering
Miss Grace Tressel, instructor in
a serenade to the girls at Shatzel and
Williams Halls? And what about the languages, has returned from a nine
duties they must perform for the big weeks' auto trip in the western states
nii'ii- and women—of the campus? and Canada. Points of interest which
The boys say, "Oh, we don't mind. she visited included seventeen nationIt's all in fun—most of it. And after al parks, the San Francisco World's
all. next year we'll be on the inside Fair and Lake Louise.
giving out orders ourselves."
As for the freshman lassies, they
seem to think freshman hazing as
STUDENTS
far as they're concerned is almost
gentle. Outside of wearing brown
The
UNIVERSITY
ribbons and brown and orange caps,
BARBER SHOP
which at the worst upset the color
Opposite College Campus
scheme of that new outfit from the
hometown
Campus Shoppe, why
there's nothing to it.
Several expressed sympathy for the freshmen.
The treatment seemed a bit rough,
but it also looks as if their fcllowmen
can "take it".
Yes, the opinion of the Class of
1943 seems to be, "Let those upperN. Main at Court St.
classmen have their fun. Not so long
ago they were taking orders instead
for
of giving them." It's a case of "Our
day will come, too." B.G. freshies
Pastries
of
all Kinds
have decided it will be better to be
good sports in 1939 and then have
Home Made Candies
their say in the three years to come.

Scheidhauer's
Pastry Shop

Fresh Roasted Nuts

••

POWELL SHOP
SWEATERS AND SKIRTS

$1.98 - $2.98
133 S. Main Street

Ph. 3441

If you tire of cooking
in a bunch come to
Decker's for a lunch

THE
ADS

PARKER
PENS

Decker's
Restaurant

KJ Pencil S«ts
*3»5to*l5

115 E. Court St

Start theFallTerm at
College on even terms
with any other student.
Come in today and see
our new assortment of
Parker Pens. All sizes,
styles and colors,

GYM
SUITS

N. S. Crosby
Jeweler
115 W. Wooster

Phone 7031

Girls' Regulation
Blue Gym Suits

$225
Sox to match 25c
•
GYM SUITS FOR
MEN

READ

CJSM

Will have to stand our wrath.

Shirts, Shorts, Sweat
Shirts and Pants. Standard color, now ready.

<>

TASTY TIDBITS

The ever-present observer is back
again to write up everybody's business
and make your doings public.
We for six want to know what happened to the Maurand-Niebeck romance . . . and just why isn't Dot
Mercer seen with Jimmy Carr; is
that romance on the blink again, or
yet? . . . THE PARROT IS OFFERING FOR THE FIRST TIME A REGULAR SIZED ZIPPER NOTEBOOK FOR A PALTRY $1.25 . . .
Little Margaret Atkins is a free woman again; you guys wait in line
. . . Frosh romeos are giving the upperclassmen some stiff competition;
cold water can't cool frosh ardor,
much . . . DON'T FORGET: DANCING EVERY NIGHT AT YE OLDE
PARROT ... a certain news columnist states that anyone found fooling with his girl will meet a sudden
and horrible end! . . . Remember Doc
Bloodhound loves you, but behave or
he'll write you up.
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STUFF
By"DUNNY"

On* of IhoM thing* . . .
The old adage that even the beat
of them make mistakes can't be applied in the case of the errors and
malinformation so expertly performed in the first page of the sports
round up, but still it might be best
that some form of an apology appear
on this page for those typographical
blunders. We're sorry.
He'a on* tough lad . . .
A fatal blow was aimed at the most
important organ of the Coach Ockerman football machinery late this summer. To set the stage for this gripping bit of drama we must build up
a background. Here goes. It was in
full swing. The catsup poured out by
the car load. At the same time Captain Siminski, top Falcon griddcr.
was gainfully employed at an occupation commonly called within the
factory as "pulling tanks." The tomatoes ripened so fast and the processing was speeded up to such extent that this same Mr. Siminski was
near fatigue when his work was terminated. It was found out when this
state of fatigue didn't vanish that he
was suffering an attack of acute appendicitis and for a time it was feared an appendectomy would have to be
performed which would probably
end Captain Ed's football activities
for this year, but, as we all know ami
the opposition is sure to find out in
a hurry when Ed. starts to tear them
up, it all ended right.
More Opposition . . .
Last week a short paragraph wns
devoted to the reports from the camps
of a few of the Falcon football opponents. Here is some more dope of the
same nature.
Early rumors from the camps of
the brown and orange's Armistice
Day rival led one to believe that the
Findlay College team was going to
be one of potential championship calibre. Reports stated that their whole
"scholarship" team was returning intact with the exception of the cases
of a few ineligibilities with capable
reserves to bolster all positions. But
the fact that Bee Gee's traditional,
pardon, ex-traditional rival, Ohio
Northern, paced a 14-9 bloch on their
record leaves one to draw his own
conclusions on their might.
Homecoming should be a gala affair on our campus this season in
the sense that the local gridders will
come out on top in their tussle with
Otterbein. Otterbein has been experiencing lean years in football of
late and their initial fracas with Marietta in which they were snowed under by a barrage of touchdowns does
not promise a drastic change for the
better.
The final game of the season takes
the Falcons to Ypsilanti where they
tangle with Coach Ockerman's alma
mater. Although nothing much has
been heard from the Huron camp a
big, fast, aggressive team is expected
to represent the Green and White this
year.

This and that . . .
If the way the freshmen led cheers
at the local high school game last
Friday night is any indication of the
spirit they will show at the university get-togethers, the local institution's dormant school spirit will be
'aroused in no uncertain terms . . .
Men's intramural should have the
greatest record in history this year.
So as a suggestion we advocate that
Kohl Hall organize and really press
the fraternities for top honors . . .
We wonder if the tank suits purchased by the university will take the
"G" out of glamorous for some of the
campus femmes . . . The football
team saw the game played the professional way Sunday at Detroit.

THE PEN THAT
WON'T RUN DRY
against your will j

PLANS ISSUED FOR
CAPT. SIMINSKTS
Freshmen
Gridmen
Report
For
First
Workout
ORGANIZATION OF
ORANGE TEAM WINS
MEN'S DRILL TEAM
INTER-SQUAD GAME Band Will Perform FORTY FIVE FOOTBALLERS WILL
At Bluff ton Game
BE ACQUAINTED WITH SYSTEMS USED Marching Troup Will Be
Push Over Three Markers
Feature at Home
To Subdue Red
BY THE FALCON VARSITY OPPONENTS
Games
Eleven 18-0

BACKS SHOW CLASS
Bruzinski, Grignon,
Wellner, Mutsill
Perform Well

So These Lads Can Score Touchdowns

Installation Of
New Equipment
In New Gym Soon
The new equipment for the girls'
gymnasium is expected to arrive by
Dec. 1st, according to Miss Caroline
Shaw of the Women's Physical Education Department. The only furniture now in use is that in the offices
ordered by Dr. Williams two years
ago.
Maple will be used for the modem
furnishings of the club room which
will be located on the second floor.
New drapes and rugs have also been
ordered.
In the larger gym will be three
basketball courts, three volley ball
courts, and paddle tennis courts. Besides one basketball court, the smaller
gym will contain four badminton
courts and a cage for indoor golf.
The floor of the ping-pong parlor
is to be made into shuffle board
courts. This room will also be used
for indoor archery this winter.
For banquets in the gym eighteen
folding tables have been ordered.
Each linoleum topped table will be
ten feet long.

WELCOME

VACPMAT7C*S»

See

OUT

to all

Nest door to Cla-Zel

Bluffton's Beavers Falcon Opponents
Tackle Local Boys
Show Activities
In Schedule Opener
Mennonites Boast Fine
Team of Veterans
(Continued from page 1, col. 5)

does not pan out he is a possible starter at center also.
Light Backfiold
The starting backfield for Bowling
Green will be as light in comparison
as the line is heavy with heft being
sacrificed for speed. One possible
Rtarting quartet may find Archie
Steele, Steve Brudzinski, Eddie Wellner and Paul Miles in action while another combination could be Chuck
Catanese, Ted Grignon, Dcwey Johnson and Elsie Nibeck or there may be
a mixture of these combinations supplemented by Ralph Foster, Winnie
Parks, Dick Leathers, Johnny Fails
or Ed. Mussill.
Other lineman who may see service are Bob Becker, Bob Roper, Bob
Lucas, Don Evanoff, Bluine Sterner,
Boyd Grubaugh, and "Potsy" Clark.
A Bowling Green victory may well
depend on the ability of the big line
to get the fleet backs out in the open

Representative Canfield
Speaker at PTA Meeting
The Wood County Parent Teacher
Association will meet next Monday
evening in the Wayne high school
for the first meeting of the new
school year. Representative Donald
D. Canfield of Perrysburg, will be
the speaker, according to Harry L.
Williamson, county president.
Mr. Canfield will discuss new legislation a.ecting Ohio schools, and new
teachers in the county system have
been invited to be introduced. Special
music will be furnished by Mickey
Philbin, RoBsford accordionist.

Falcon opponents move into full
swing this week-end after a group of
warm up games. Wittenberg and
Wayne vie for honors of meeting the
highest ranking opponents. The former tangling with Carnegie Tech at
Pittsburgh while the latter moves up
t«< East Lansing to meet Charley
Bachman's Michigan State footballera.
The result of the season's openers
were not startling and indicated that
the syndicate writers had made goot!
predictions in most cases.
The opponents' week schedules:

IDEAL
CLEANERS

WHITE SHOES
DYED BLACK
50c

SAMMY'S
Shine

Shoe Repair

Cross Country Men
Prepare For Match
Couch Paul E. Landis has had his
cross country squad working out daily
for the past week. Thus far the
members of the squad have boon going
through primary limbering up exercises.
Several new men have reported to
the squad which already includes six
letterman and several promising
sophomores.
This week the team will get down
to stiff work outs on the cross country
course.

DeVORAK IS LEADER
If

Interest Warrants
Women's Auxiliary
Will be Formed

Plans are under way for a University men's drill team to be used for
display purposes at football games
and in parades. The group will be
commanded by Franklin II. DeVorak,
a graduate of Tennessee Military Institute.
The idea, which has met with the
Approval of the Administration, originated in Kohl Hall when DeVorak
was awakened by a bugle sounding
revoUle on his first morning here and
thought that he was back in the barracks at T. If, I,
DeVorak is WCll fitted to take
Charge of Mich a drill team as he has
had three and a half years at T. M.
T. where he hi'ld the rank of Cadet
First Lieutenant, Battalion Adjutant. In n year and a half he will have
his Second Lieutenancy in the U. S.
A. OfTieers Reserve Corps. There are
also several other T. M. I. men on the
CampUl who are to lie considered as
good officer material.
If more than fifty men are interested, which is more than enough for
one platoon, further plans will bo
made to form a company. K(Torts to
secure uniforms will follow.
This project is not an R. O. T. C.
affair, say its organizers. It is in no
way connected With the government
but is to be merely an extra-currielar
activity to make a snappy showing
at all games. At a later date it
is poaaible that the drill team will
enter into competitions with similar
groups in other schools and take a
display group on the road.
Although the plnns already made
are for a men's drill team it is possible thut should enough girls show
an interest a women's auxiliary maybe added.
Anyone interested in either the
men's drill team or a women's auxiliary should get in touch with DeVorak at Kohl Hall. The first meeting was held Monday night but others
who are interested should contact DeVorak at once.

L. Keown Named
Senior Manager
Coach Paul E. Landis hns announced
the appointment of Abe Keown, senior from Flint, and Fred (iraf, junior
from Howling Green, as senior and
junior intramural managers respectively.
Coach Landis also stuteil that with
the increased enrollment and improved
facilities that the intramural department would present the lurgest and
most well rounded program in history.
Coach
Landis also
announced,
speaking in behalf of the physical
education department, that there wss
a shortage of munugers both varsity
and intramural. The job bears a letter award and all boys are eligible
to sign up for the post.

Otterbein vs Case
Kent State vs Lawrence Tech
Capital vs Kenyon
Wayne vs Michigan State
Last week's results:

Main and Wooster

BARNEY'S POOL
ROOM
N. Main St.

Engineering
and
Architect's

Sandwiches
and
Light Lunches

Colored Inks
Colored
Pencil.

A

Triangles

Complete

French
Curvet

Line

Ruling Pens
Chemistry
Stencils

Giant Hamburg

LOW PRICES

Drawing
Instrument*

Scale*
WHERE GOOD MEN MEET

Comb. T
Square
Scotch
Drafting Tap*

of

118 W. Wooster

Phone 6901

S. Main Street

Colored
Paper
Note Book
Covers
Note Book
Filler*
Erasers
Hectographs
Hectograph

Ink

University
Supplies

Thumb Tacks

Debate File
Pack
Sh.ef.er
Fountain Pens

Art Gum

Indelible
Marking Ink

Drawing Pencil*

Cl...ifier.

H.ti Blocked . . Dry Cleaning
LeRoy Bortel

Every De»y

We Repair All Makes of Fountain Pens

Otterbein 0, Muskingum 27

CORNER NEWS
STAND

for

108 South Main Street

Bluffton 3, Kenyon 0

PEANUTS ROASTED DAILY
FRESH POPCORN

DRUGS

NIGER'S

Ohio Northern 10, Findlay 7

MY FRIENDS

New Assortment

Rogers Bros.
Drug Store

These Two Will Tatter The Beaver Line...

ber, Ralph Quesinberry, Richard Ziss,
Bob Romaker, Vance Wate, Bob Dillman. Frank Vzak, Mernie White, Paul
Jones, Frank Cassbon, Buyd Smith.
Tony Amos, Jim Lambourne, Bob
Hill, Eugene Ritchey, James Miller,
Dave Boggart, Charles McCarte, Joe
Dcllaven, Harvey Ward, John Hoinbuck, Bob Edwards, Elmer Noss, Bob
l.udquist.
Art Kelseh, Gene Thomas, Scot
Street. Steve Randolph, Ernie Blaise,
Gus Brooks. Bill Newby, Bob Oswald.
Bill Bunt, Harold Hoffman, Bob Eckart, Cleo l.add. Claude Newlove, Bill
Fisher, Jim Hart, and Bob Johnson.

Tentative Opening
Date Set For New
Natatorium Plant

QUICK LUNCH

iarker

Freshman football made its initial appearance this week
when forty-five men reported to Coach Paul E. Landis. Several
more men will receive uniforms before practice starts. The squad
will be divided into teams later on to run plays against the varsity.
Those men out for freshman football are Jack Bacon, Harry
Williams, Bob McCloud. Fred Whitker, Bill Anges, George Vehl-

In the first inter-squad game of tha
season, the Orange, led by Captain
Ed Siminski, tallied a 18-0 triumph
over a stubborn Red team last Saturday morning.
The winners scored early in the
initial quarter by marching sixtyfive yards after receiving a Red kick.
Brudzinski and Wellner, aided by two
offside penalties, carried the ball inside the ten yard line from where
Rrudzinski scored on a reverse around
his own left end. The kick for placement was wide.
The Reds received the kickoff, but
were unable to gain substantially and
wero forced to kick. The Orange tin n
started another march and were w-11
on their way until Mussill intercepted
a pass. They were again forced to
kick as the Orange line held.
The Orangemen reeled otf a first
BOB BARNETT
down, but the Reds stiffened and the
"POSTY" KNECHT
Tin- tentative date for the dedieaOrange kicked, but when the kick was
tion of Bowling Green University'n
fumbled by a Red buck, the Orange
new
natatorium has been net for Ocgained possession of the ball deep in
tober 27. According to Coach Hudd
Kid territory. Grignon. on three trys,
Cox, newly appointed swimming incarried the pigskin to the ten, but
structor.
the Rrtls staved off the attack by recovering a fumble. The Reds then
Plans are bring made to secure
Mike Pcppe, Ohio Stato swimming
kicked out of danger as the half ended.
coach, and a group of his crack natators to appear on the program.
The third quarter wus played on
Peppe has just returned from a tour
even terms until the final minutes
of the South American countries with
when a Brudzinski to Steele pass conhis squad where they appeared in
nected to put the ball on the twenty.
water carnivals in the principal cities
Johnson opened the final quarter by
of Paraguay, Bolivia, Argentina and
romping around right end for twenty
Brazil.
II wus erroneously stated
yards and a score, but an offside
in the previous issue of this paper
penalty against the orange nullified
that
Michigan
University's team
the touchdown. The Reds then held,
would also be here.
and started a march of their own
Cox announced that the dressing
until a lateral pass missed connections, and the Orange recovered. A
rooms and lockers in the new building
pass from Mussill, now playing on
are not yet ready for use, but that
the Orange team, was complete to
they will soon be available. The lockers have yet to be painted and the
Good who ran the remaining ten yard*
final touches put on the concrete
for the score. The try for point was
floor.
again no good.
PAUL MILES
The dates for the swimming meets
ARCHIE STEELE
The Orange scored their third and
final touchdown in the final minutes
These four Falcon mainstay* wil I prova to ba thorns in tha sides of of the Falcon splashers are all tentative, explained Cox, but after the
when Brudzinski again swept his own Coach Burkey's Beavers whan the two team* tangle Saturday afternoon.
first semester the team will engage
left end.
several opponents in our own pool
Brudzinski, Grignon, Johnson, and
and will also enter the Ohio ConferWellner all carried the ball well while
ence meet. The first call for all swimMussill did a fine job blocking and
ming team prospects will be issued
played a fine defensive game.
soon, the new mentor promised.

Best 25c Lunch

Sets
$1.95 to $15

Bowling Green's band will make its
first appearance of the season led
by three drum majors, Jane Shaw,
Dick Fruth and Jim Falls, as it
marches in full regalia at the Bluffton
game. Under the direction of Prof.
Charles Church of the department of
music, it will present some new
maneuvers during the half.

TRYKIGER'S FIRST-
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Gene Lewis Heads Social Calendar
"Y" MIXER HIGHLIGHTS SOCIAL WHIRL
Open House Shows Full Year
OF BUSY FRESHMAN WEEK PROGRAM SkolPlans
Sunday
Y. M. C. A. And W.S.G.A. Entertain Freshman Men And
Women With Hamburger Fry And
Marahmallow Toast

Freshmen and new students st
Bowling Green SUte University were
introduced to the college social whirl
last week. Highlight was the "Y"
Mixer held Wednesday evening in the
men's gym.
A crowd estimated at about 1500
students turned out (or the affair,
which began at 8:00 p.m. To get
everyone acquainted early in the evening circle games were played, followed by songs, cheers and several
announcements.
Krown is Announcer
John Keown, master of ceremonies
for the evening, Introduced Norms
Sheer, president of the Y.W.C.A.,
and Len Kaiser, Y.M.C.A. president.
Wednesday's dance was sponsored by
these two groups.
Dancing was enjoyed during the
evening to the music of Don Raye's
Orchestra. A special program of entertainment was presented during
evening. A three set skit was given
with Bob Gerding as the Interpreter
and William Haas and Harold Leggett
as the actors.
Piano and trumpet
solos were by two freshmen boys.
A local professional dance couple entertained with a ballroom dance. Surprise feature of the evening was the
"violin dost" given by two of B.G.'s
grid men, Archie Steele and Dale
Good.
For those not interested In dancing,
games of ping pong and other indoor
sports were arranged for play In the
women's gym, starting at nine o'clock.
Y.M.C.A.. W.S.G.A. Entertain
Thursday evening the Y.M.C.A.
picnic for freshmen men was held at
the City Park and the Women's
League sponsored a marahmallow

roast at University Grove. Officials
of the Women's Self-Government
Association were in charge of arrangements for the roast Approximately two hundred girls attended.
Norma Sheer had charge of the entertainment program for the evening.
Len Kaiser was general chairman
for the freshmen men's hamburger
fry, assisted by Harold Edgar, foods
committee chairman, Darwin Mayfield, place committee chairman, and
Roger Wheeler, entertainment committee chairman.
Following the
roast there was a fireside chat with
Ed Horvath presiding. President
Frank J. Prout gave a special address
to the freshmen boys. Short talks
were also given by Dean A. B. Conklin, Budd Cox, Prof. Leon Fauley,
Prof. W. C. Jordan and Arthur M.
Patterson.

W.A.A. Holds Picnic
On Friday evening at 6:15 the picnic for freshmen women sponsored
by the Women's Athletic Association
was held at Roger's Woods, off of
Wooster St, with nearly 100 girls
in attendance. Each girl brought her
own picnic lunch and later in the evening there were games, contests and
campfire singing.
All freshmen
girls and new students of Bowling
Green were Introduced to the different phases of the W.A.A. Board
members of the Association were in
charge of the general arrangements
for the affair and Eileen Pfiefer
headed the food committee.
Scheduled for Thursday, Sept 28,
is the Y.W.C.A. tea to be given in
the reception room of the Administration Building at 4:80 o'clock. All
women of the campus are Invited to
attend and those not already belonging to the organisation will be extendAugmented Music
ed an invitation to do so. Arlene
Department Plans
Mulham Is chairman of the commitYear's Activities tee for general arrangement* and
Charlotte Iman heads the membership drive committee. The drive will
There are 26 new freshman stu- open at Thursday's tea.
dents in the music department and
two transfer students.
All men interested in singing in Home Ec Apartment to
the Men's Glee Club are urged to see
Hold Open House Soon
Mr. Leon Fauley Wednesday, Thursday or Friday at 4 p.m. in the music
department or to make an appointOpen house will be held in the home
ment.
Regular rehearsals will be economics apartment soon, according
Mondays and Thursdays at 4,
to department heads. But after this
The Club is planning a concert exhibition the rooms will not be open
tour for the week of spring vacation to anyone at any time except to those
beginning March 30-April 7. Any who are personal friends of the girls
man In college who plays the piano, who stay in the apartment.
can read music well, and is interested
For six weeks of the senior year
in accompanying the Men's Glee Club each home economics student must
on the tour, see Mr. Fauley at once. live in the apartment in the Practical
The officers for this year are: John Arts Building as a part of her pro
DeHaven, president; Francis Ruth, gram. Four girls stay at the apartvice-president; Harold Edgar, librari ment at one time, and each is assignan and John Funk, secretary.
ed various duties. All of the experiThe marching band under the dl ence of these housekeepers is not in
rection of Prof. Charles F. Church work, however, for the girls give teas,
is being rapidly organised. Many buffet suppers and other social funcfreshmen havo tried out for the band. tions.
The apartment consists of nine
rooms consisting of a living room, reMISS STURGEON ELECTED
ception hall, kitchen, breakfast room,
Helen Sturgeon, sophomore of three bedrooms and a bath.
Miss Madge E. Johnson, instructor
Mansfield, was elected house chairman of the Seven Sisters sorority at in the department, lives with the girls
the group's first informal meeting. in the apartment.
MISS YOCUM RETURNS

Miss Margaret Yocum, assistant
librarian, returned recently from a
five weeks' vacation at Miami, Florida.
fasaea -.-..-..-.....- -..-■-■

STUDENT SPECIAL
Few Days Only
Plain 1-piece Dresses, Suits
and Topcoats Cleaned and
Pressed

60c
All work guaranteed
Cash and Carry Only

PORTRAITS
Made during your college days will be cherished forever. We use
only the best of materials and workmanship
in your portraits.

Lehman's
Cleaners & Tailors

PORTER STUDIO

175 N. Main St

Phone 6611

216 Bank Bldg.

CAMPUS

BULLETINS

University men's drill team meet- Oct 2, at 7 p.m. in the instrumental room, Practical Arts Building.

at 6:15 Wednesday evening in the
Of Activities ing
dining room at Kohl Hall. All men in-

Sunday, Oct. 1, from 2:80 until
Inauguration Highlights
6:00 p,Tiv has been chosen by the
Fall Season
Skol Sorority to hold its anneal open
house tea. A committee composed
(Continued from page 1, col. 2)
of Gene Lewis, chairman, Lynette
Purkey and Florence Coover is plan- Wednesday, Oct. 4
ning this tea which will be open to
Woman's Athletic Association will
all (both male and female) students
stage a party for freshmen.
on the campus.
Saturday, Oct. 7
President Margaret Ernst gives a
Football
game scheduled with
particular invitation to all freshmen
Wayne University of Detroit It's
and a cordial welcome to all uppera home game.
classmen. The Skol House is located Sunday, Oct. 8
at 150 South Church St.
Three Kay and Five Sister sororities have teas.
Saturday, Oct. 14
Football game with Capital University at home gridiron.
Friday, Oct. 20
Rally Hop sponsored by InterSorority and Inter-Fraternity counOne hundred and sixteen Shatzelcils.
ites arrived at the dormitory this
week. These hail mostly from Ohio, Saturday, Oct. 21
Inauguration of President Frank
however Florence FOBS has come all
J. Prout
the way from Harvard, Mass. and
Homecoming. Football game with
Josephine Francis from Kentucky.
Otterbein.
Mrs. Ruth McWilliams has taken
over the duties of housemother, re- Friday, Oct. 27
Kappa Phi Hallowe'en party.
placing Mrs. Nellie Reynolds, who
Dedication of swimming pool
was transferred to the new Clayton
Las Amigas all-campus Hallowe'en
Kohl Hall.
dance.
This year, Shatselites enjoy the
Saturday, Oct. 28
use of new I.E.S. lamps furnished in
Football game with Wittenberg
every room, and are anticipating the
College there.
arrival of new bedspreads, and furniThursday and Friday, Nor. 2-8
ture for the parlor.
Association of Ohio College RegisClayton Kohl Hall boys serenaded
trars Conference meets here. Banthe ball about 2:30 Wednesday mornquet dated for second day of sesing and although sleepy, the girls ension.
Joyed the boys' rendition of "Let Me
Friday, Nov. 3
Call You Sweetheart" very much.
All-Campus country dance. WoThe girls here as yet have not orman's Athletic Association sponsors
ganised, but intend to In the near futhis event.
ture.
Saturday, Nov. 4
Football game with Kent State
University there.
Skoln hold Sport dance.
Friday, Nov. 10
"Kick-off" dance given by Varsity
Club.
A talent search is going on in Wil- Friday, Nov. 17
House-warming in new Woman's
liams Hall. Each Wednesday evening
Building.
after dinner a short program is presented by residents of the dormitory. Saturday, Nov. 18
Freshmen Hop.
Sometime soon a program open to
the public will be presented. These Wednesday, Nov. 22
Sunday,
Nov. 26
programs will consist of musical
Phratra Sorority tea.
numbers both vocal and Instrumental,
Thanksgiving vacation starts. Stuorations, Imitations,
and musicsl
dies will commence Nov. 27.
stories.
The program this evening will be Saturday, Dec. 2
Basketball game with Bluffton Coldedicated to the new matron, Mrs.
Josephine James, and will include
vocal solos by Betty Hibler and Dorcas Litherland, and piano solos by
Get the best price, most
Ruth Heyman and Betty Howe.

116 Women Live
At Shatzel Hall

Williams Hall
Talent Performs

Swaney Elected Commoner
House Chairman
Byron Swaney, junior from Cincinnati, was elected house chairman
of the Commoner house at a meeting
early last week. Nineteen men are
living at the house.
The first meeting of the semester
was held last night at 307 East
Wooster, with the new president Ron
Heilman presiding. Plans for dances
and rallies were discussed.

courteous service and
complete satisfaction at

terested should attend.
All candidates for places in the
University orchestra should consult
with Prof. M. C. McEwen sometime
this week in Room 200 PA. First orchestra practice will be held Monday,
lege there.
Monday, Dec. 4
Book and Motor Installation
Tuesday, Dec. 6
Basketball game with Defiance College here
Wednesday, Dec. 6
Woman's Athletic Association Sport
Supper.
Friday, Dec. 8
Commoners all-campus dance.
Saturday, Dec. 0
Basketball game here with Youngstown College.
Sunday, Dec. 10
Y. W. C. A. and Y. M. C. A. Silver
Tea.
Tuesday, Dec. 12
Basketball game with Ashland College there.
One act plays by play production
group.
Wednesday, Dec. 18
Kindergarten - Primary Christmas
Tea.
Friday, Dec. 15
Basketball
game
with Detroit
Technology there.
Saturday, Dec 16
Inter-sorority formal.
Basketball game.
Sunday, Dec. 17
Seven Sisters Christmas Tea.
Monday, Dec. 18
Basketball game date open as yet.
Williams Hall formal dinner.
Wednesday, Dec. 20
Shatxel Hall formal dinner.
Thursday, Dec 21
Christmas program by music department
Friday-Monday, Dec. 22-Jan. 1
Christmas and New Year's vacation
Tuesday, Jan. 2
Classes begin.

CLA-ZEL
RESTAURANT
25c LUNCH A SPECIALTY

G.&M. Cut Rate
Drugs
100 S. Main St

FOR..
University Jewelry
Printed Stationery
Lucien LeLona: Perfumes
Pens and Pencils
A Complete Selection

Olen & Georgia
Sandwich Shop
Where 25c
Lunches Satisfy

(Continued from page 1, col. 3)
enjoy the programs presented by the
band.
The United States Navy Band is
now on one of its coast-to-coast tours,
and was brought to Bowling Green
through the efforts of the entertainment committee headed by Professor
John Schwars. This is the first of
a series of Lyceum programs to be
given at the University this season.

Informal Buffet
Supper

WELCOME STUDENTS
All Brandies of Beanty W.rk
PERMANENT WAVES

Every Sunday Evening
6to8

$1.50 and up

Monty's Beauty
Salon

Special Student Rate

WOMAN'S CLUB
DINING ROOM

131 W. Wooster

Ph. 2611

WELCOME BACK

University
Service Station

The Cla-Zel

501 E. Wooster St

WED.-THUR.-FRI.
Sept. 20-21-22

Dependable Linco
Products

PRISCILLA LANE in

"DUST BE MY
DESTINY"

C. Yoder, Prop.

Groceries
Candies
Tobacco

SAT. — Open 2:16 — Sept 29
2 — FEATURES — 2
BOBBY BREEN in

"WAY DOWN SOUTH"

Klever's
Jewelry Store

Bowling Green

A Beautiful Portrait
Life Sitting
FREE
with Three Pair Hose
and

BASIL RATHBONE in

and the

THE ADVENTURES OF
SHERLOCK HOLMES'

Whitehouse
Hamburger Shop

SUN.-MON.
Oct 1-2
GARY COOPER in

Dial 9673

Chili Soup Our Specialty
Pop and Hamburgers

Capacity Crowd
Hears Navy Band

Corner Court and Prospect

121 N. Main

Cigarettes, Ice Cream,

Saturday, Jan. 6
Basketball game with Heidelberg
there.
Friday, Jan. 12
Basketball with Hiram College
there.
Kappa Phi Formal Initiation.
Saturday, Jan. 13
Skol all-campus dance.
Sunday, Jan. 14
Phratra Founders' Day.
Tuesday, Jan. 16
Basketball with DeSales College
here.
Saturday, Jan. 20
Basketball game with Capital University there.
Kindergarten-Primary Intermediate
Formal.
Monday-Thursday, Jan. 22-25
Examinations.
Friday-Sunday, Jan. 26-28
Vacation between semesters.
Tuesday, Jan, 27
Basketball game with Wooster College there.
Monday, Jan. 29
Registration for second semester.

MAKE YOURSELVES
AT HOME
Try Our

Greeting Cards

WELCOME
B.G.S.U. STUDENTS

The newspaper staff will meet tonight at 7 o'clock in the News office
located at the east end of the first
floor of the Library Building. This
will be for both new and old students.
The complete staff will be listed
in next week's paper.

Extend a Hearty Welcome
to Old and New
Don
Chuck

Skinnie
(Prop.)

Bosco
Brownie

29c

Bon Ton Hat
Shop

Admission lie - 26c

"BEAU GESTE"
TUE. — Open 2:46 — Oct 3
BARGAIN DAY
ANN SOUTHERN in

"HOTEL FOR WOMEN"

ATTENTION COEDS!

South Main Street

Let us help you to economize by makWe Cater to Students
Try Our Fountain for
Lunches and Refreshments
Also
School Supplies
Hansaker's

Drug
The Newest ,
in Modern Coiffures
for

*•

the style wise college miss
PERMANENTS
MANICURES

The Kay-Ann
Beauty Shop
Ph. 4461

124 W. Wooster

Our
25c
Dinners
Can not be equalled
anywhere

LABErS SWEET
SHOP
3rd door from Cla-Zel Theatre
Magasines
Candle*

Cigarette*
Fountain Service

WHAT YOU'VE
SOUGHT . . .
If you are still in search of that
"perfect curl" wave . . then
something has prevented your
discovering this Beauty Salon!
Many of the 'smartest' heads
hereabouts irive evidence of the
allure our 'Perfect Curl' waves
bestow . . Let us reveal your
hair's true loveliness . . it's
wholly a matter of YOUR deciding to pay us a visit

IDEAL BEAUTY SHOP
126 E. Wooster

Ph. 2231

KNOWN FOR
GOOD FOOD
COOKED
DIFFERENTLY
•
If you miss the flavor
of the food you ate
at home, drop in for a
meal. You'll like it
•
Buy a meal ticket. .
save 10%

HARVEY'S
RESTAURANT
128 W. Wooster
G. W. Beattie, Prop.

ing your $ go further, and, still get
S

«£»

better service.

Permanents

_

Machineless Waves
End Curls (plenty of curls)
Shampoo and Set.
Expert Hair Cut

.$1.98 up
$2.50 up
$1.50
35c
35c

All permanents guaranteed satisfactory
Our work is done by experienced operators with
the aid of new equipment
Open evenings by appointment

CREATIVE BEAUTY SHOP
123 E. Court Street
Phone 9811

